Placement of constricting devices around the penis for autoerotic purposes or increasing of sexual performance represents a well-known challenge for urologists. Penile incarceration is a urologic emergency with potentially severe clinical consequences. In many cases a rapid intervention and a sudden removal of the foreign body it is enough so that patients need no further intervention. We report three different cases of strangulating objects (metallic ring, metal bearing and plumbing pipe) presented at our emergency department and three different methods of devices extraction practiced. Remove these devices can be challenging and often requires resourcefulness and multidisciplinary approach. 
Summary

CASE REPORT
The frequency of self-injuries on penis is currently increasing in certain cultures. The aim of their use may be to enhance the sexual performance, to prolong the erection, to achieve erotic or auto-erotic effects or simply sexual curiosity (1, 2) . Penile incarceration is a rare but serious problem, which can easily lead to strangulation and infarction. Therefore it is a urological emergency that needs a quick treatment in order to prevent long-tail claims. Failure in removing those devices can lead to significant ischemia and loss of tissue (3) . The treatment of penile strangulation is decompression of the constricted penis to facilitate free blood flow and micturition (4). We report three cases of penile strangulation that have been presented at our attention. 
DISCUSSION
There are sporadic reports of penile strangulation in the medical literature (5). This condition is not common, but it is certainly a urological emergency as prompt removal of the constricting object and the decompression of the penis are required to prevent long-term complications (6) . Strangulation may occur when various items, made of metal or non-metal
No conflict of interest declared material, are pulled over the penis. Non-metallic objects can cause much more serious injuries, but they are more easily removed than metal objects. The reason for the higher level of damage in case of non-metallic objects is that they are more elastic and can therefore exert a greater pressure on the penis (2) . Among the objects pulled onto the penis there are: metal rings, wedding rings, iron sleeves, nuts, pipes, bearings, bicycle parts, all kinds of bottles, tools and rubber bands. Objects pulled onto or wound round the penis can cause mechanical damage. Clamping of the penis causes venous stasis or blockage. As result of venous stasis, the penis lymph vessels and arteries may be blocked, with consequence of ischaemia or infarction (5). After several hours, necrosis and gangrene may develop. In some case, such as ours, not only the penis, but also the scrotum is ligated. The most important task is to remove the foreign body, which can involve serious technical difficulties in the case of metal devices. An equipment with various tools is essential for a successful removal of different forms of strangulating object. This is followed by conservative or surgical treatment of the damaged tissue of penis. In these cases a psychological or psycho-sexual evaluation of the patients seems to be suitable, but unfortunately our patients refused any further assessment.
